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NEWSLETTER

The last Trip/Outing was on 4 September…. 
…..on Alice and the next one is a Canal Boat voyage on 2 Octo-
ber from Aldermaston Wharf, which is now fully booked.
As ever, choosing the destinations for these most enjoyable 
trips is not the private preserve of any one - so if you have an 
idea please pass it on and it will no doubt be made to happen.

This is a Special Supplement/update only 
It covers solely the trip organised on Wednesday 4 September on the Thames Barge Alice 
from Portsmouth.

The Voyage 
The Thames barge Alice was built some 65 years ago in Essex and after a bit of “cut and shut” is now 
about 23.5 metres long. She is flat bottomed and resists the tendency to sink to leeward in a wind by the 
use of leeboards which can be/are lowered by the crew as required.
In the season, she is moored in the shadow of the Spinnaker Tower in Portsmouth and sails energetically 
in the Solent during the Summer - and is then berthed in Hayling during the Winter. She has a huge sa-
loon below and all mod cons, loos etc. The crew consists of a skipper (Alan Gick), his black labrador dog 
Wilson and his mate Reg - plus of course the temporary visitors who on 4 September were the 14 hardy 
souls of the Frensham, Springbok and Southwater Dabblers MYGs.
We arrived a mite early just after 09.00 - before the arrival of Reg. Breakfast was however not long in ar-
riving and we set off after the usual thorough safety briefing with the plan to sail to Priory bay (just to the 
East of Seaview with its bobbing Seaview Mermaid One designs - all in different bright colours) on the 
IoW and then beach there for lunch and return with the following tide in the afternoon. It soon became 
apparent that previous trips in a fog or in very light winds were not being repeated this time. The wind on 
leaving Portsmouth was about Force 3-4 which of course Alice managed very well. Soon after getting the 
main and jib (no more than that was deemed advisable), the engine was switched off and we sailed across 
the breezy Solent.
On arrival at Priory bay, we sought a suitable part of the beach to lie while lunching and to enable those 
who wished to go ashore to do so. The main supporter of a trip onto the beach was Wilson who tried to 
use the inflatable but soon got fed up with waiting and swam ashore himself. Sadly, Wilson then blotted 
his copybook a bit by deciding to stay ashore even after being called back. Alan G returned to retrieve his 
wayward dog and after some excellent lunch, we set off back to the mainland.
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It soon became apparent that we had been in a sheltered bay and the water beyond was rather choppy. 
We then had the best sail back to home we have had on any of these outings, as the wind rose to a Force 
5.5 or so but, with very little other sea traffic, we thundered along with spray flying at times. 
It is a common misconception that a flat-bottomed 65 foot barge can’t sail - but the leeboards were low-
ered and a close reach was easily achieved with no reefs in either sail felt necessary.
We were followed into port by two huge ferries who showed Alice proper deference due to her age and 
seniority - allowing Alice’s skipper and mate to show off their usual skill in twirling the boat about within 
the pontoon area and berthing back where we started 8 hours previously. A great day was had by all!

And now some pics taken by one of our friends on board
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Safely home again….. Now here’s to next year


